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SAVED A SUNDERLAND

Five and a half hours out in the Atlantic from its nearest possible base ....

petrol leaking mysteriously away at the alarming rate of a gallon a minute a

pitch dark night, high wind and bumpy conditions
....

This was the plight of a Coastal Command Sunderland after it had been

attacked by gunfire hundreds of miles from its base.

The captain of the aircraft, Flight Lieutenant H.V. Bunting, made a

calculation and knew that if the leak continued the Sunderland had no chance of

reaching land - little chance under the conditions of surviving.

It meant that the leak had to be found and stopped.

The flight engineer on board was Sergeant Michael Campion, from Dublin,

who, in Spetember 1940, won the George Cross for conspicuous bravery in rescuing

the pilot of a Blenheim when the bomber had crashed in flames.

To him fell the task of locating the leak.

This involved a hazardous climb into the wing through a maze of tubes, pipes,

tanks, spares and struts, in an atmosphere suffocating with petrol fumes. His first

effort failed. In his flying clothing he simply could not squeeze through. He took

them off and in his ordinary tunic he could oust reach the inner engine. He made his

examination and could find no leak.

Examining the underside of the wing with a torch through the galley window,

campion noticed a small trickle of moisture near the outer engine, and, removing
his tunic, he tried to make an examination there. Again he was defeated by his

own bulk, and ultimately to get through he had to strip off all his clothing except
his shirt.

Wriggling his way in darkness, with the aircraft bumping fiercely and with

fumes constantly threatening to overcome him, he reached the outer engine. The

leak was obviously there.

A difficulty presented itself in the shape of the fireproof bulkhead behind

the engine, but he managed to remove this, and to reach the seat of the trouble.

The float chamber had been shot away and the fuel was pouring out. "Running repairs"

were impossible, and the fuel supply to the engine had simply to be shut off.

On three engines the Sunderland made base easily with petrol to spare.

Campion’s squadron commander said afterwards:-

"The aircraft could never have reached its nearest base had it not been for the

determination of Campion in locating the leak, so that the petrol could be shut off.

To eliminate all the possible sources of leakage, removing the fireproof bulkhead

and arriving at the real trouble called for the greatest determination, especially

when all this occurred at night and in weather conditions which were far from good,"

Campion confessed that he had never thought previously of even attempting to

go through a Sunderland’s wing. ”But it was an emergency," he pointed out, "and

something had to be done about it,"


